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Research efforts in Georgia over the past ten ye&S with the growth regulator gibberellic acid (GA,i
have overcome some ofthe fruit set problems with rabbiteye blueberry and have led to significant
yield increases (NeSmith et al., 1995; NeSrnith et al., 1999; NeSmith and Krewer, 1992, 199711,
l997b, 1999). Eventhough research has shown positive benefits from using G~ in many instances,
there are still some problems with small, late ripening fruit when using the growth regulator
(NeSmith and Krewer, 1999). The cytokinin compound N-(2-chloro-4-pyridyl)-N'-phenylurea
(CPPU) has shown some positive results in increasing fruit size and fruit set in a number of fruit
crops including table grapes, kiwifruit, apples, table olives, and J11panese persimmon (Antognozzi
eta!., 1993a and 1993b; Greene, 1989and1993; Looney, 1993; Reynolds eta!., 1992; Sugiyama and
Yamaki, 1995). Recently, prelimffiary research at The University ofGeorgia has shown that CPPU.
may also be beneficial in rabbiteye bluebercy production (Nesmith, 1999). The objective of this
research was to test the usage ofCPPU, along with GA,, in field grown rabbiteye blueberries during
me 2001 growing season for potential benefits of increased fruit set, berry size, and yields.
Materials and Method$

This researchwas conducted at the University ofGeorgla'sBlueberry ResearohFannnear Alapaha,
Ga. The thrCe cultivars used were 'Bluebelle', 'Tifblue', and 'Climax'. Treatments were: 1) control
(no CPPU and no GA3); 2) CPPU only; 3)-0A, only. GA, treatments consisted oftwo applications
(10 to 14 days apart) of 32 g/acre of GA3 and a non-ionic surfactant at 0.25%, applied with an
airblast sprayer at a volwne of 5() gal/acre beginning at 30 to 50% bloom for a cultivar. CPPU was
a one-time application utilizing a solution containing 10 mg/L·of CPPU and a non-ionic surfactant
at 0.25%, applied with an airblast sprayer at a volume of 50 gal/acre 10 to 14 days after SO% bloom.
There were three replications of~aoh treatment with 'Bluebelle' and 'Tifblue', and two replications
with 'Climax'. Also, GA1 was not applied to 'Climax.' due to the lack of a sufficient number of
available plants. All plants were mature, having been established for 12 years or more.' The
'Bluebelle' and 'Tifbluo' plants used were very vigorous, and the 'Climax' plants WC£CfI!Oderately
vigorous. Plants were sprayed from both sides with the growth regulators, and border rows existed
between replications. Each treatment was applied to 10 to 12 plants together in a row for each
replication. ·
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Data taken from treatments for all cultivars consisted of :fruit set, berry siZ\:, and yields. Prior to
treatments, branches were tagged and flower bud numbers were determined. The average number
of flowers per bud was also detennined for 100 buds fur each h-eatment at each farm. A total of 12
branches was tagged for each treatment ofeach cultivar in each replication. Fruit set was calculated
from the flower bud counts and subsequent beny counts. Beny size was determined at each harvest
for treatments of each cultivar. Twelve samples of 50 ripe berries were randomly taken from the
barves!ed fruit for each treatment and were weighed immediately. Yields were obtai!led using a
commercial mechanioal harvester made available to the UOA Blueberry Research Farm by B.E.L,
Inc. The 10 to 12 plants of each treatment in a replication were harvested together, and the total
weight of fruit obtained was divided by thenumber ofplants. There were threeharvests for 'Tifblue'
and 'Bluebelle', and two harvests for 'Climax'.
Results
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CPPU significantly incr~edfruit setof'Bluebelle' and 'Climax', but not 'Tifblue' (Table l). The
high degree of fruit set for the 'Tilblue' control treatment overall (52.8%), is far greater than growers
eitperience in roost years, 'Tifbhie' :fruit set can be as low as I0% when relying only on pollination
(Lyrene and Crocker, l983;_Lyrene and Goldy, 1983; NeSmith and Krewer, !997a; NeSroith et al.,
1999). The GA3 treahnent resulted in greater fruit set than the control and the CPPU treatment for
'Bluebelle'; however, no increase in 'Tifblue' fruit set occurred for the GA3 treatment, which is in
contrast to previous work (NeSmith et al., 1995; NeSroith et al., 1999; Nesmith and Krewer, 1992,
l 997a, l997b, 1999). Again, perhaps the better-than·a'{erage 'Tifblue' fruit set ofcontrol treatments
is part ofthe reason.
,
Berry size of 'Bluebelle' and 'Climax' treated with CPPU was increased by 5 to 15% ov~r th!ll of
control treatments at the first harVest (Table I). Berry size overall harvests was increased by 8.to
12% for CPPU treated 'Bluebelle' and 'Climax' compared to controls. CPPU had no effect on
'Tifblue' berry size, but the overall size of'Tifblue' control berries was greater than typically occurs
for the cultivar. Again,perhaps better-than-average pollinatim~occurred for 'Titblue', whichwoU!d
tend trrincreaseberry size. The GA3 treatment resulted in decreased berry si2e for both 'Bluebelle'
and 'Titblue' as compared to the aontrol and CPPU treatments. This responseto GA, has been 'n~ted
previously (NeSmith and Krewer, 1999). In fact, the occurrence ofsmall berries is a primaryreason
growers are reluctant to use GA,' on some cultivers.
. Yield of 'Bluebelle' was increased by nearly 32% for CPPU treated plants as compared to control
plants across all harvests (Table I). This yield increase occurred without a penalty of delayed
maturity or lower yields at the first harvest. There was a slight increase in total yield pf 'Climax'
with CPPU, and no effect of CF.PU on 'Tifblue' yields. Again, CPPU did not result in lessened
yields ofthese cultivars at the finit harvest. GA3 treated 'Bluebelle' plants had total yields equal to
the control, but yield at the first harvest was less when GA3 was applied. GA3 resulted in lower
yield at the first harvest and overall for 'Tifblue', likely due to. the small fruit siz.e (diSQUSSed
previously).
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Summary

for

These data suggest that CPPU coWd be beneficial in rabbiteye blueberry production increasing
fruit set·and berry size, which ciln result in substantial yield Increases for some cultivars. When
pollination is poor, the benefitso£CPPUwould be greater than when pollination Is favorable. CPPU
appears to be more desirable than GA, for rabbiteye blueberries, because even though GA, can
increase fruit set, the result is often small berry sire. There was no apparent delay of maturity or
lessened early harvest with CPPU for the mechanic;tlly hMVested fruit in this study. Additional
research is needed to determine the benefits ofCPPU in different years and locations.
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Table l .. Fruit set, beny size, end yield ofthree rabbiteye blueberry cultivars in response to field
applic11tions ofCPPU 11nd GA3 at the University ofGeorgia Bluebeny Research Farm neat' Alapaha,
Ga. during 2001. Yields were for mechanically harvested bushes. CPPU was applied with an
airblast sprayer.,
·
·
-_ 011nl};J,11 do if
Berrv size fg/50 beniei;)
Fruit set(%)

Treatment

First harvest

Overall
harvests

Yield Obs/bush)

First harvest

Total all
harvests

Bluebelle .,,
Control

48.4 ± 3.7

84.9± l.2

6s:'i ± l.9

8.5± 1.S

12.~± 2.3

CPPUonly

67.l ±3.6

97.7± 1.7

70.3 :!:2.6

9.6 :!: 0.4

16.1 :!: J.3

GA, only

85.0±2.3

74.5 :!: 0.9

56.3±1.8

6.3 ±0.4

13.1:!:1.2

l

-·,_
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Control

(

Tifblue vi

52.s i 3.4

r

•

70.0 :!: 0.4

62.0±0.9

10.5 :!: 0.4

20.3:!:1.9

CPPUonly

52.6 !o 3.1

71.&± 1.0

'64.1 :!: 1.0

l0.6 :!: 0.5

21.3 :!: 2.6

GA, only

48.0 ± 4.5

64.5 :!: 0.7

57.7 :!: 0.8

8.7 :!: 0.2

17.2 :l: 1.4

4J :!: 0.4

5.5 :!: 0.6

4.3 :!: 0.3

6.2±0.S

~·

Climax vi
Control
CPPUonly

29.2 :!: 3.2
42.0 ±4.3

5.7. 7 :!: 0.6

52.3±1.2
I

60.8 :!: 0.6

58.9± 0.6

'

·t1 Values are means ±

standard error with n=12, except for yield which was for n=3 for 'Bluebelle'
end 'Tifblue', end n=2 for 'Climax'.
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Research efforts in Georgia over the past ten years with the growth regulator gibberellic acid (GA3)
have overcome some ofthe fruit set problems with rabbiteye blueberry and have led to significant
yield increases ~eSmith et al., 1995; NeSmith et al.; 1999; NeSmith and Krewer, 1992, 1997a,
1997b, 1999). Even though research has shown positive benefits from using OA3 in manyinstances,
there are still some problems with· small, late ripening fruit when using the growth regulator
(NeSmith and Krewer, 1999). The cytokinin compound N-(2-chloro.4•pyrldyl)-N'-phenylutea
(CPPU) has shown some positive results in increasing fruit size and fruit set in a number of fruit
crops including table grapes, kiwifruit, apples, table olives, and Japanese persimmon (Antognozzi
eta!., 1993a and ! 993b; Greene, 1989 and 1993; Looney, 1993; Reynolds eta!., 1992; Sugiyamaand
Yamaki, 1995). Reeently, preliminary research at The University ofC1eorgla has shown that CPPU
may also be beneficial in rabbiteye bluebeny production (NeSmith, 1999). The objective ofthis
research WI!$ to test the usage of CPPU, along with OA3; in a number of commercial rabbiteye
blueberry fields during the 2001. growing season for potential benefits of increased fruit set and
benysize.
Materials and Methods

The cultivars Tifblue and Climax represent the two most widely grown rabbiteye bluebenycultivars
· in the state of Georgia, therefore, these were selected for the CPPU trials. Treatments at each site
consisted of controls (no CPPU and no GA,), CPPU only, GA, only, and GA3 plus CPPU. When
GA3 was used, growers applied the product using their own established method. Generally, this
consisted of 1 to 3 applications (10 to 14 days apart) of 16 to 24 f!/acre of OA3, applied with an
airblast sprayerbegimJing at 25 to 50% bloom. All CPPU applications utilized a: solutioncontaining
lo mg/L of CPPU and X-77 surfactant at 0.25%. CPPU was applied either using a back-pack
sprayer, or using a commercial airblast sprayer. A tots! offive commercial farms were involved in
this test. Table I summarizes dates of bloom and CPPU application details foJ each fann. A brief
charatterij!:lltion ofeach farm site follows:
.Suti..r~:

Thfil fann, located in southwestern Appling Co., consists of more than 280 acres of
blue\>erries. Bushes used in this experiment were from 5 to 8 Y.ears old, and were considered veiy
vigorous. Generally, row width at the fann was 10 to 12 ft, and plant spacing was 4 ft. The fann
had raised beds, used a herbicide strip, had cultivated middles, and had overhead irrigation. The
Farm 1:

u.
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'Climax~ and 'Tifblue' blueberries utilized at !his ~ were in separate plantings, and eac~ was
grown with the variety Premier. Control and CPPU only treatments were applied at this farm. A
freeze oil M!ll'eh 8 caused little or no damage to flowers at this fllJill.
·

w".:'E.:.

Farm 2: This funn, located in eastern Bacon Co., consists ofmore than 25- acres ofblueberries.
Buiihes used in this experiment were more tlum 10 y~ old, and were considered moderately
vigorous. Generally, row width at the farm was 12 ft, and plant spacing was 6 ft. The fann had·
raised beds, used a herbicide strip, had grass middles, and had no irrigation. The 'Climax' and
'Tifblue' blueberries utilized at this farm were in the same planting. Control and CPPU only
treatments were applied at this furrn. Afteeze on March8 caused slight to moderate flower damage
at· this farm.
:IJ1o~ris:

.

Farm 3: Thi~ farm, Joriated in central Appling Co., consists ofmore than 60 acres ofbluebenies.
Bushes used in this experiment were more than 12 years old, and had a low degree of vigor.
.Generally, row width at the Cann was 12 ft, and plant spacing was 6 ft. The farm had raised beds,
used a herbicide strip, had cultivated middles, and had subswface irrigation. The 'Climax' end
'Tifblue' blueberries utilized at this farm were in the sameplanting. Control, CPPU only, GA, only,
and GA, plus CPPU treatments were applied at this frum. Afreeze on March 8 caused only slight
flower damage at this farm•
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.Farm 4·:
located in northern
Co., C011Sists ofmore
100 acres ofblueberries.
J:\ushes used in this experiment were more thlln 14 years old, and were considered moderately
vigorous. Generally, row width at the fann was 12 ft, andplant spacing was 5 ft. The farm had flat
beds, used a herbicide strip, had cultivatedmiddles, andhad subsurface lnigation. The 'Climax' and
'Tlfblue' blueberries utilized atthis fann were in the sameplanting. Control, CPPU only, GA, only,
and GA3 plus CPPU treatmellts were applied at this farm. Afreeze on March 8 caused severe flower
damage at this farm.
.sf,,. rr.af,_,,t

.

Farm 5: Titls farm, !Ocated in central Bacon Co,, consists of more tlum. 10 acres ofbluebeni<:S.
Bushes used in this experiment were more than 12 years old, and had a low to moderate degree of
vigor. Generally, row width at the Cann was 12 ft, and plant spacing was 6 ft. The fann had raised
beds, had cultivated middles, end had no irrigation. There were no 'Climax' ~t this fann, and
'Tifblue' blueberries utilized were planted with 'Woodard'. Control, CPPU only, GA, only, end
. GA3 plus CPPU treatments were applied at this farm. A freeze on March 8 caused slight flower
damage at this farm.
·
Data tsken from treatments at all farD1s consisted of :fruit set and berry size. Prior to treatments,
branches were tagged and flower bud n111Dbers were detennined. The average Illllllber of flowers
per bud was also detennlned for 100 buds for each treatment at each fatm.. A total ofl2 to 15 plants
was tagged for each treatment at each site. Fruit set was calculated from the flower bud counts and·
subsequent berzy counts. Berzy size was detennined at thebeginning ofcommercial harvest for each
cultivar at each site. Samples of 50 ripe berries were randomly taken from each ofthetagged bushes
and were weiglti'{I.
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Results

'

CPPU increased fruit set of 'Climax' at all commercial farms as compamtl to the control treatment
(Table 2). Jn fact, across all farms, CPPU more than doubled fruit set (27.7% for control versus
60.0% for CPPU alone). Fmit set for the GA, only treatment was also betterthan fruit setofcontrols
at the two farms wherethe Jreatrnentwaspresent ThecombinationofGAi and CPPU did not result
in greater fruit set than CPPU alone, except at Farm 4. Control fruit set of 'Climax' varied across
the 4 farms from a low of 15.5%, to a high of 40.1 %. Some of the control variability could be
attributed to the degi:ee of freeze dalnage flowen; at each farm experienced as discussed in the
Materials & Methods section. The greatest response to CPPU was on Fartn 2, where the resulting
fruit set was nearly 82%, coin.pared to only 21%for the control.
Jn general, CPPU applications increased berry size of 'Climax' slightlyas compared to controlplants
(Table 2). The exception was berry size at Farm 1. 'ClimlllC' at this farm was interplanted with
'Premier', which is a better polllnizer for 'C~' becatise ofmore shnilar bloom times. 'Ti!blue'
was the pcllinizer at the other 3 farms. The increase in berry sfa:e overall due to applications of
CPPU was around 10%. The greatest increase in berry size of 'Climax' was on Fam! 3..Control.
plants onthis form had very small fruit, likely due to poor pollination. 'Tifblue' and 'Climax' bloom
times were seplU'ated by a longer period ofdays at this site than at any other (Table 1). As expected,
GA, only did not increase beny size as compared to the control; how~ver, GA, plus CPPU did result
in increased berry size.

For 'Ti!blue', CPPU increased fruit set to a degree on 4 of 5 fanns (Table 3),' The increases of the
CPPU only treatment over the control were less than that observed for 'Climax'. There was a slight
decrease in fruit set at Fann 1 caused by CPPU. Again, one ofthe most pronounced increases of·
'Tifblue' fruit set due to CPPU was on Fann 3, where the bloom time separation between the
cultivars was the greatest. 'Tifblue' at Farm 4 had extre)Uely poor fruit set due to severe freeze
damage. The high degtee offruit set for the 'Tifblfte' control treatment ovetall (33%), is greater than ·
growers experience in many years. 'Tifblue' fruit set can.be as low as 10%'when relying only on
polllnation, especially in a 'T!fblue/Climax' mix (Lyrene and Crocker, 1983; Lyrene and Goldy,
1983; NeSmith and Krewer, 1997a;NeSmith et al., 1999). GA, treatmen~ resulted inlittle increase
in 'Tifblue' fruit set, which is in contrast to previous work (NeSmith et al., 1995; NeSmith et al,,
1999; NeSmlthand Krewer, 1992, 1997a, 1997b, 1999). Again, perhaps the 1'etter-1han-average
'Tifblue' fruit set of control treatments is part ofthe reason. Interestingly, the combination of GA,
and CPPU resulted in a considerable increase infrujt set at Farm 5.
There was essentially no difference in belt}' sfa:e among treatments for 'Tifblue' (fable 3). This is
in contrastto results from previous work with CPPU, in which 'Tifblue' fruit size was significantly
increased by CPPU application (NeSmith, 1999). As with fruit set, perhaps better-than-average
pollination of 'Tifblue' during 2001 resulted in a noniinal fruit size for all plllllts.
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Summary

In general, ilie data from these field trials indicate iliat CPPU enhances fruit set of ralibiteye
blueberries considerably. The effects were dramatic with 'Climax', and lesser so with 'Titblue'.
The usage of CPPU and GA3 in combination does not seem to be beneficiol for fruit set CPPU
would likely be the better growth regulator to use, because there is a tendency for increasing fruit
size under some circumstances as well. Also, CPPU worked well on 'Climax', which hJIS been a
troublesome cultivar for using GA,. Additional, large-scale field 1rlals are needed for further
evaluating the benefits of CPPU in rabbiteye bluebeny production.
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Table 1. Dates of 50%.bloom, dates ofCPPU application, methocfofCPPU application, and bush
fraction treated with CPPU for five commercial farms in south Georgia during 2001.

Farm

Estimated
date of 50%
bloom

DateofCPPU
application

CPPU
application
method

Bush ftlliition
treated with
CPPU

I

li
I

!'

I
I

l
Climax

Fanni

March2

March 14

back-pack

whole plants

Fann2

March 3

March 13

back-pack

one side ofbush

Farm3

Febru!ll'Y 26

March 13

back-pack

whole plants

Farm4

March 1

March 14

airblast

whole plants

Tifblue

(
(

Fann 1

Marchl2

March27

back-pack

one side ofbush

Fann2

March 10

Maxch26

back•pack

one side ofbush

Farm3

March 11

March27

bac.k-pack

whole plants

Fann4

March 12

March27

airblast

whole plants

Famd

March 14

Maxch26

airblast

whole plants
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Table 2. CPPU and GA, effects on fruit set and berry size of 'Climax' rabbiteye blueberry on four
.

commercial fanns in Georgia duriilg 2001.

Commercial Farms v
Farm 1

Tr~attnent

Farm2

Farm3

Farm4

Average of
all fanns

Fruit set (%) YI
Control

40.1 %3.9

20.9± 3.6

34.1±6.4

15.5±2.3

27.7

CPPUonly

60.2± 5,9

81.7 ±2.2

66.5 ± 6.6

31.6 ± 5.6

60.0

67.0± 6,8

26,0%3.9

46.5

73.6± 8.5

52.0±4.8

62.S

GA, only.
CPPU/GA3

·

Berry size (g/50 6erries) vi

(
(

Control

53.2 ± 1.8

65.6± 1.2

49.8 ± o.s

69.4%2.3

59.5

CPPUonly

53.2± 1.9

76.B± 1.9

60.6±0.8

71.2± l.4

65.5

GA3 only

57.0"± 1.3

68.4±1.6

62.7

CPPU/GA,

67.4±2.2

77.S ± 1.4

72.6

v Commercial fanns were scattered over a three cowity area in south Georgia.
YI Values

are means ±standard error with n= 12.
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'{able 3, CPPU and GA3 effects on fruit set and berry si:re of 'Tifblue' rabbiteye blueberry on five
commercial farms in Georgia during 2Q01.
. .·-.

Commercial Farms 11
Averago

treatment

Farm I

Farm2

Fann3

FannS

of all
farms

Fruit set ("Al) YI

I

Control

58.0 :I: 6.1

32.4± 2.9

33.5 :I: 8.1

7.8 :I: 1.3

CPPU only

41.1 ±2.3

46.8 :I: 5.7

51.6 :I: 9.2

GA3 only
·CPPU/GA3

~4.0 :I:

4.9

33.l

16.9 :I: 4.2

43.9±4.8

40.l

40.6 :I: 3.5

14.4 :I: 4,5

46.8 :I: 3.9

33.9

45.3 :I: 8.2

15.1 :I: 2.1

61.3 :I: 5.3

40.6

Berry size (g/50 berr_ies) YI

(
(

11

Control

77.2± 1.9

69.6:1: 1.4

66.8 :1:2.2

67.8 :1:2.7

66.0 :I: 2.6

69.5

CPPUonly

75.8 ± 1.3

66.2± 1.4

62.8 :l:.l .3

64.4± 2.1

68.2 ± 1.7

67.S

GA, only

70.0 :I: 2.0

64.0± 1.6

71.2 :I: 1.2 .

68.4

CPPU/GA,

60.8±2.3

65.2 :I: 1.1

68.8± 3.5

64.9

Commercial farms were scattered over a three county area. in south Georgia.

YI Values 11Ie means :I: standard error with n=l2.

(

Fann4
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